Background: Studies of prenatal cocaine exposure have primarily examined childhood populations. Studying adolescents is especially important because adolescence is a time of changing motivations and initiation of substance use.
L
ongitudinal studies suggest that prenatal cocaine exposure (PCE) affects the developing child's capacity for sustained attention, working memory, inhibitory control, stress responses and emotion regulation (1) (2) (3) (4) . Among possible outcomes for PCE children is substance use initiation as adolescents, and PCE has been reported to predict cocaine use at age 14 (5) . Although animal models suggest important effects of PCE, neuroimaging data concerning human PCE are limited, as are studies that seek to identify neural markers for effects of PCE on adolescent behaviors including substance use initiation.
Animal models of PCE have found disrupted cortical neurogenesis and migration (6) (7) ; reduced neuron number and density in cortex (8, 9) and hippocampus (10) ; narrowed, more closely spaced cortical mini-columns (11) ; neurite changes in locus coeruleus, hippocampus, parietal lobes, and anterior cingulate (ACC) (12) (13) (14) ; and reductions in overall brain volume (15) . Differences in dopaminergic function in ACC and orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) may predispose to drug abuse in humans (16) . Thus, of potential relevance to human PCE and substance use is evidence of altered dopaminergic pathways in PCE rabbits, specifically in the ACC (17) and ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC) (18) , regions involved in attention, cognitive control, and emotional regulation (19, 20) . Adult PCE rabbits were impaired in a learning discrimination task, suggesting enduring behavioral deficits related to PCE (17) . PCE increased reward-potentiation of cocaine in adult mice and was associated with alterations in the sensitivity of dopaminergic systems (21) .
In humans, the neurobiological effects of PCE in children and adolescents encompass the direct biological teratogenic effects of cocaine as well as postnatal environmental effects on the brain (2, 4) . Whereas PCE-related changes in neuropsychological function are reported, structural brain studies in PCE children are limited. Total cortical gray matter volume (GMV) was lower in PCE than nonexposed children (22) , and PCE adolescents had lower volumes in the caudate nucleus, a candidate region selected because of its rich dopaminergic innervation and effects of PCE on dopaminergic systems (23) . As no whole-brain studies have examined volume differences related to PCE and assessed their relationship to substance use initiation, we conducted whole-brain voxel-based morphometry (VBM) of PCE and non-cocaine-exposed (NCE) adolescents (aged 14-17 years) to investigate between-group GMV differences and the relationship of observed differences to substance-use initiation. We hypothesized lower GMVs in PCE relative to NCE children in brain regions associated with sustained attention, working memory, executive function, and emotional and reward processing including the prefrontal cortex, OFC, and ACC. Because frontal impairments have been associated with substance use propensities (24), we also hypothesized that lower GMV in frontal cortical regions would be associated with substance-use initiation. [.60 ] years) were studied over three visits, with two for intake assessments and one for the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) session. Subjects represented a subset of a larger cohort that was recruited at birth and followed longitudinally (2, 25) . This subset of subjects was eligible for the current study based on their age at the time of the study. All participants were between the ages of 14 and 17 years, inclusive. PCE and NCE subjects did not differ on age (t 61 = .60, NS), and there were no significant differences by gender or race/ethnicity (χ 2 6 = 6.97, p = .323) between PCE and NCE subjects and both groups were recruited from the urban inner-city New Haven, Connecticut, area. The groups were not different on levels of parental stress (Table 1 ) and childhood trauma scores (Table 2 ). Inclusion criteria were that adolescents be fluent in English, be free of significant medical or mental illness (e.g., psychosis), and have an IQ greater than 80. Exclusion criteria included use of psychotropic medications. There were also no differences between the present group of subjects and the larger cohort on measures of perinatal outcome including birth weight and head circumference, size for gestational age, and obstetric complications (26) .
Methods and Materials

Maternal Recruitment and Characterization of PCE Status
Mothers were recruited over a 5-year time frame at the Women's Center at a large urban hospital setting either prenatally or immediately following delivery as part of a longitudinal study of PCE (25) . The Addiction Severity Index (27) was used via an interview to examine substance use during pregnancy. Urine samples were collected for toxicology screening during pregnancy (for those mothers who received prenatal care) and at delivery for every mother. If either self-reported use of cocaine or urine screens were positive, mothers were considered positive for cocaine use and infants as cocaine exposed. Mothers with cocaine use were not excluded if they used other drugs including tobacco, alcohol, or marijuana, but were excluded for opiate use. From the ongoing longitudinal PCE/NCE study, 63 children who had reached adolescence and the age range eligible for this study, and their parent, assented or consented to the MRI study. Of this subset of cocaine-using mothers who were interviewed prepartum or at delivery, 100% had used cocaine over the previous 30 days and had used an average of .69 g (SD ¼ .62 g) of cocaine per day at the time of perinatal interview. Over the same time period, 59.5% of cocaine-using mothers had used marijuana, 73.2% had used alcohol, and 70.7% had used cigarettes. None of the non-cocaine-using women had used marijuana or other illicit drugs during this 30-day period. However, one NCE mother reported a single use of tobacco (4.8%), and four reported a single use of alcohol (19%; for maternal and infant characteristics at delivery, see Table 1 ).
PCE and NCE Adolescent Substance Use Initiation
Adolescent substance use initiation was determined by selfreports on the Youth Risk Behavior Survey and urine toxicology 
Number of youth using in lifetime and in past 30 days based on combination of urine and self-report on Youth Risk Behavior Survey. Mean days used in past 30 days based on report on Youth Risk Behavior Survey.
a One child (a PCE boy) was missing substance use information.
results from laboratory-analyzed samples obtained at the first or second study visit. . Notably, whereas 56% of the PCE group and 28.6% of the NCE group had initiated substance use, rates of drug use in the previous 30 days based on self-report and urine toxicology screens were low ( Table 2 ).
Structural Brain Analyses
MRI Data Acquisition. Subjects were scanned on a Siemens 3T (Malvern, Pennsylvania) scanner. Data for each subject consisted of a single sagittally acquired high-resolution T1-weighted magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo scan: field of view ¼ 256 Â 256 mm, data acquisition matrix ¼ 256 Â 256 Â 176, 1 mm 3 isotropic voxels, repetition time ¼ 2530 msec, echo time ¼ 3.66 msec, and flip angle ¼ 71.
Segmentation and Registration. Image segmentation and registration were performed using the VBM8 toolbox (http://dbm. neuro.uni-jena.de/vbm8) in SPM8. After applying a non-localmeans denoising filter to improve signal to noise ratio (28), VBM8 uses an adaptive maximum a posteriori technique (29) and a hidden Markov random field (30) to determine optimal segmentation. The segmentation procedure models partial volume effects to account for image voxels that are mixtures of pure tissue types (31) . Because all model parameters are estimated from image data, unlike the SPM segmentation and registration algorithms, VBM8 does not use tissue probability maps for tissue classification. On the basis of our previous experience, we opted to change several default settings in the "VBM8: Estimate and Write" module. Specifically, we used light bias regularization, a 30-mm cutoff for bias full width at half maximum, and no cleanup of gray, white, and cerebrospinal fluid partitions (segmentations). Because manual segmentation is considered the gold standard for evaluating the quality of automated tissue classification (32, 33) , the resulting segmentations were validated visually (34, 35) . Particular attention was given to the thickness of the cortical surface, which was compared visually to each subject's native space image. Gray matter segmentation demonstrated appropriate face validity in all images.
VBM8 segmentation integrates DARTEL (36) normalization into the toolbox. DARTEL is a high-dimensional, diffeomorphic registration algorithm that has performed well in a comparison of registration algorithms (37) . VBM8 uses a preexisting DARTEL template (in Montreal Neurological Institute [MNI] space) derived from 550 healthy control subjects of the IXI database (http://www. brain-development.org) to register the images. Outputs were modulated gray matter images that were then smoothed with a 6-mm Gaussian filter. With modulation voxel values reflect relative brain volume differences between images. Gaussian smoothing reduces the effects of residual misregistration on potential group differences and reduces departures from normality that may occur at some voxels (38) . Final outputs were smoothed, modulated gray matter segments (1.5 mm 3 voxels).
PCE and NCE Group Differences in GMV
Statistical parametric maps were created in SPM8 to perform between-group comparisons using the normalized, modulated, and smoothed gray matter tissue segmentations generated in VBM8. A general linear model was created with exposure group (PCE vs. NCE) and gender as the factors of interest, and GMV as the dependent variable. Estimates of total intracranial volume (TICV) and age were entered into the model as covariates. The analysis therefore compared whole-brain GMV differences adjusted for the effects of age and individual differences in global brain size. Perinatal outcome differences in head circumference and birth weight were not included as covariates because these outcomes are highly associated with PCE (independent variable) and the TICV covariate. However, they were included as covariates in the association with substance use analyses discussed later.
The whole-brain statistical analysis was conducted using random field-based cluster-size testing and family-wise error (FWE) rate correction for multiple comparisons (39) . The clustersize test increases sensitivity, relative to voxel-based tests, for spatially extended signals, and low thresholds increase the power of these tests for signals of large spatial extent (40, 41) . The analysis of cluster extent also better characterizes the spatially distributed nature of group differences within spatially smoothed data (42) . Clusters were formed from contiguous voxels exceeding an uncorrected one-tailed threshold of p Ͻ .025. The FWEcorrected threshold for significant cluster size was set at onetailed p Ͻ .025. No minimum cluster extent was used, a priori, to threshold the data, because the random field-based cluster-size testing in SPM produces a multiple-comparisons corrected p value for a cluster of any size in the data.
Anatomic regions within significant clusters were initially identified in SPM outputs from MNI space coordinates using the Automated Anatomy Library within the WFU Pickatlas (43, 44) . Anatomic regions were confirmed and Brodmann areas determined using the Talairach Atlas (after conversion to Talairach coordinates). MNI to Talairach conversion was performed using the Nonlinear Yale MNI to Talairach Conversion Algorithm (45) .
Association of GMV with Substance Use Initiation
To examine whether GMVs in the clusters showing significant differences between PCE and NCE adolescents were associated with substance-use initiation, a region of interest (ROI) analysis was conducted. Each significant cluster was converted to a binary mask using MarsBar (http://marsbar.sourceforge.net). These masks and the ImCalc function in SPM8 were used to extract the modulated gray matter voxels to create the ROI for each subject within each masked region. A MATLAB script (The MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts; Ged Ridgway, http://www.cs.ucl.ac.uk/staff/ g.ridgway/vbm/get_totals.m) summed the voxels for each subject within each ROI to calculate total GMVs (in milliliters) for each significant cluster. Binary logistic regression was performed using the extracted ROI GMVs as the independent measure. Because cluster data represented raw GMV within each ROI, each regression model included age, gender, and TICV. In addition, to control for possible effects of individual differences in demographic characteristics of mothers and infants on adolescent brain volume, we calculated semipartial correlations of the maternal and birth characteristics in Table 1 with volumes in each cluster, adjusting for age, gender, and TICV. Head circumference and birth weight were correlated with GMV in all three significant clusters. Mother's age and the score on the Obstetrical Complications Scale were correlated with the ventral frontal-limbic cluster. These measures were included in the binary logistic regression models for each ROI with which the measure was significantly correlated.
Results
PCE versus NCE GMV Differences
Analysis of the interaction between PCE/NCE status and sex revealed no significant clusters of GMV difference. Therefore, boys and girls were combined in all further analyses. Three clusters were found in which PCE subjects had lower GMV than NCE subjects (Figures 1 and 2 , Table 3 ). The first cluster included regions in the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), OFC, amygdala, hippocampus, parahippocampal gyrus, insula, and gyrus rectus, bilaterally; left subgenual anterior cingulate, and left ventral striatum (FWE p Ͻ .001, cluster ¼ 11,725 voxels). A second cluster in superior frontal cortex included the paracentral lobule, the supplementary motor area (SMA), and presupplementary motor area (pre-SMA), bilaterally; and dorsal ACC (FWE p ¼ .001, cluster ¼ 6087 voxels). A third, posterior cluster included the precuneus, bilaterally; the left superior parietal lobe, right paracentral lobule, and right midcingulate cortex (FWE p ¼ .019, cluster ¼ 3635 voxels).
Because the frequency of substance use initiation was higher in PCE than NCE subjects but involved low levels of recent past 30-day frequency of substance use (Table 2) , secondary voxelwise whole-brain GMV analyses were conducted using the same voxelwise and cluster-extent thresholds, including a dichotomous substance use variable (initiator/noninitiator) to account for the possible effects of substance use on GMV. As in the primary analysis, PCE adolescents were found to have lower GMV in ventromedial frontal cortical areas including the subgenual cingulate, inferior frontal gyrus, OFC, and gyrus rectus, bilaterally, as well as in the ventral striatum, putamen, left posterior insula, and the left amygdala (FWE p ¼ .002, cluster ¼ 4985 voxels). Also in agreement with the earlier analysis, a cluster of lower GMV in the PCE group was found in the right temporal gyrus, including the fusiform gyrus, inferior temporal gyrus, and the temporal pole, and extending into the right inferior frontal gyrus (FWE p ¼ .006, cluster ¼ 4367 voxels). Finally, also similar to the previous analysis was a finding of lower GMV in PCE adolescents in superior frontal cortex, including the paracentral lobule, the SMA, and pre-SMA, bilaterally, extending anteriorly into dorsomedial prefrontal regions (FWE p ¼ .009), cluster ¼ 4123 voxels).
In addition, we also compared substance-initiators versus noninitiators, controlling for PCE status and sex. The significant regions showed no overlap with the primary analysis; specifically, there were no clusters in which the initiators had lower GMV than noninitiators. However, the initiators were found to have significantly greater GMV than noninitiators in a cluster that included the posterior cingulate, inferior temporal lobes, and lingual gyrus 
GMV Associations with Substance-Use Initiation
Among the entire sample, extracted GMVs from the posterior cluster were associated with substance-use initiation (β ¼ À1.81, Wald χ 2 ¼ 5.38, p ¼ .020; odds ratio ¼ .164). For every 1-mm decrease in GMV, there was an 83.6% increase in the odds of having initiated substance use. In the entire sample, the extracted GMVs from the superior frontal cluster were associated with substance-use initiation (β ¼ À1.19, Wald χ 2 ¼ 6.68, p ¼ .010; odds ratio ¼ .304). For every 1-mm decrease in GMV, there was a 69.6% increase in the odds of having initiated substance use (Figure 3 ). To examine whether there were differences between the PCE and NCE groups in the association of extracted GMVs with the odds of substance use initiation, a similar binary logistic regression model was run separately for each group. The odds of substance use initiation were not significantly associated with the extracted GMVs from any of the three clusters for either group separately.
Discussion
This study is the first whole-brain morphometric analysis to report significantly lower regional GMV in PCE relative to NCE adolescents. As predicted, regions of lower GMV in PCE adolescents included the OFC, ACC, and other prefrontal regions. Among the three clusters of lower GMV in PCE adolescents, two clusters, located in the superior frontal cortex and posterior parietal cortex (PPC), respectively, were associated with a higher probability of having initiated substance use in the overall sample. The cluster of lower GMV involving the superior frontal cortex in the PCE group included the pre-SMA, SMA, and dorsal ACC. These regions contribute to cognitive control through ongoing assessment of actions and outcomes and signal to lateral prefrontal areas when behavioral adjustment is needed (46) , including the initiation of a new action or inhibition of a response plan (47) . Cognitive control increases with age in typically developing children and facilitates cognitive flexibility relevant to coping with novel situations (48) . During adolescence, cognitive control may be particularly important to initiating alternative responses in substance-using situations. Task-switching deficits are associated with lesions in pre-SMA and SMA (47) , raising the possibility that reduced cognitive control and substance use initiation may be associated with lower GMVs in these regions. In a VBM study comparing abstinent alcohol-dependent subjects to controls, not only was posterior medial frontal cortex GMV smaller in the alcohol-dependent subjects, but lower GMV in this region was associated with shorter time to alcohol relapse (49) , suggesting that lower GMV in this region may increase the risk of substance use.
The cluster of significantly lower GMV in the PPC included bilateral precuneus and the left superior parietal lobe. PPC is important to spatial cognition (50) , and performance was lower in PCE relative to NCE children (aged 8-10 years) on a spatial working memory task (2) . The possible consequences for risk of substance use initiation of the less efficient learning demonstrated by PCE children, and its relationship with lower GMV, are currently unclear. Abstinent alcohol-dependent individuals had lower PPC GMV and poorer visuospatial test performance than control subjects and seemed to compensate by using frontal lobes for visuoperceptual learning (51, 52) . PCE adolescents with lower GMV in PPC may similarly divert executive processes to lowlevel visuoperceptual tasks. By reducing the availability of frontal lobe processing for cognitive control, PCE adolescents may be more vulnerable to impulsivity or dysregulated emotion and consequent substance use. Although these possibilities are currently speculative and warrant direct investigation, a study reporting lower GMV in PPC associating with shorter time to relapse in alcohol-dependent subjects provides additional support for an association between lower GMV in the PPC and increased risk of substance use (49) . It is important to note that the inclusion of the dichotomous measure of lifetime substance use initiation in the follow-up analysis reduced the size of this cluster below the threshold for statistical significance. Although levels of substance use were low among adolescents who had initiated use, these data suggest that lower GMV in this region is likely associated with both PCE and substance use.
The ventral-frontal cluster of lower GMV in PCE adolescents includes the IFG, OFC, and ACC, regions involved in emotion regulation and cognitive control. OFC lesions (53) and smaller GMV in the OFC of normal subjects (54) have been associated with higher impulsivity and increased emotionality. Lower ACC GMV has also been associated with impulsivity (54) . However, the implications of lower GMV in these regions for adolescent substance use are unclear. In adolescent samples, impulsivity has been associated with substance use (55, 56) and substance use initiation (57) . Poor emotion regulation has also been linked to substance abuse in adolescents (58) . Therefore, lower GMV in the ACC or OFC, which has been associated with impulsivity and emotional dysregulation, suggests increased risk for substance use in PCE adolescents.
Recent studies of GMV in cocaine-dependent adults (59-61) have found lower gray matter relative to controls in ventralfrontal regions that overlap the ventral-frontal cluster reported here. Lower OFC GMV was correlated with cocaine-related compulsivity in Ersche and colleagues, whereas Konova and colleagues (60) found not only lower GMV in the VMPFC in cocaine-dependent subjects, but also greater VMPFC deactivation in a monetary reward task relative to control subjects. With the additional finding that greater VMPFC deactivation correlated with greater striatal activation in the cocaine-dependent sample, Konova and colleagues suggest that frontostriatal abnormalities may reduce self-control of drug use behaviors. Whether lower VMPFC GMV in PCE adolescents reduces this self-control of substance use warrants investigation.
The IFG is part of the interconnected ventromedial and dorsolateral neural circuitry associated with affective processing (62) . The interaction between the ventral and dorsal frontal circuits is important for maintaining executive function during emotional distraction (63) . The IFG has also been implicated in impulse control (64) . Ersche and colleagues (59) also found lower GMV in the left IFG in a cocaine-dependent sample, and lower GMV in this region correlated with higher scores on the inattention component of an impulsivity measure. As noted earlier, impulsivity has been associated with substance-use initiation in adolescent samples (57) . Vulnerability to dysregulated emotional and cognitive processing relating to impaired impulse control, and therefore substance use, could result from lower GMV in the IFG.
The ventral-frontal cluster extended into the limbic system to include the amygdala, hippocampus, parahippocampal gyrus, and limbic-related insular cortex, bilaterally, as well as subcortically into the left ventral striatum. Although altered function in all these regions is associated with addiction and lower amygdala GMV has been found in cocaine-dependent subjects in the amygdala, insula (65) , and the hippocampus (66), the role of lower volumes in these regions as risk factors in substance use remains unknown. However, given their roles in the experience of emotion (67), emotion and stress regulation (68, 69) , and the link between stress and drug abuse (70, 71) , lower volume in these regions in PCE adolescents may increase the risk of substance use.
We did not find the hypothesized association between the probability of substance-use initiation and GMV in the ventral frontal-limbic cluster. In this region, the use of cluster spatial extent to identify regions of significant GMV difference resulted in a large cluster that involved multiple distinct brain regions. Prospective studies involving larger samples may facilitate identification of specific areas of the ventral-frontal or limbic regions in which lower GMV may represent a marker for the risk of substance use in adolescents.
Substance use within the entire sample was not associated with any regions of lower GMV, but rather with one cluster of larger GMV that included the anterior cerebellum and parts of inferior temporal and occipital cortex in users versus non-users. These results are consistent with reports that marijuana use by adolescents was associated with larger cerebellar volume (72;73) , and suggest that PCE and adolescent substance use may have distinct effects on GMV. Further longitudinal studies assessing the effects of PCE and subsequent substance use are needed to fully answer this question.
Conclusions and Limitations
This study found evidence of lower GMV in PCE versus NCE adolescents. Given that lower GMV in two regions was associated with higher probability of having initiated substance use and that substance use was approximately twice as prevalent in PCE adolescents, the results suggest that lower GMV may place PCE adolescents at greater risk for substance use initiation. However, it is important to note that PCE and substance use initiation both preceded the collection of GMV data. The specific effects of PCE and previous substance use on GMV cannot be disentangled, and thus no causal link between PCE and GMV or substance use initiation can be made. However, given that the level of substance use was low, lower GMV may have occurred before use and contributed to the likelihood of initiating use, rather than use affecting GMV. Future research in which adolescents are imaged before substance use initiation is needed to disentangle these effects. Furthermore, although the PCE and NCE adolescents came from the same low-income, inner-city sample, we note that PCE encompasses both effects in utero and of compromised parenting, including, but not limited to, easier access to illicit drugs, potentially increasing the likelihood of substance use. Finally, a larger, more balanced sample is needed to explore gender differences in the effects of prenatal cocaine exposure on GMV. Despite these limitations, the current study is the first to show lower GMV in key regions of emotion, reward, memory and executive function in a comparison of a well-characterized sample of PCE versus NCE adolescents and also to demonstrate an association between lower GMV and substance-use initiation in this high-risk group of adolescents.
